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Introduction



Luxury fashion and blockchain are areas coming from very different backgrounds yet sharing a series 
of common traits such as creativity, exclusivity, scarcity, high-end products, and a strong sense of 
community.



This convergence leads them to gradually form a super space of Web3 luxury fashion in which KNXT 
intends to leverage the power of both areas to offer a next-gen experience of luxury fashion shopping.








KNXT vision



We believe that Web3 technologies will be increasingly used for login, transactions, and digital assets 
storage, going beyond speculation. By providing the first fully fledged luxury fashion & Web3 platform, 
KNXT is embracing a world where cryptocurrencies are embedded everywhere. Although the project 
is complex, the idea is simple: create a platform that will bring luxury fashion and Web3 technologies 
together.



KNXT is the first platform to offer a secure online luxury shopping experience designed specifically for 
cryptocurrencies users. KNXT brings a universal login with a wallet, gives the opportunity to buy high-
end products from prestigious luxury houses with cryptocurrencies, unlocks NFTs, and immerses into a 
graphic universe that the community can identify with.



KNXT also aims at constantly adapting to technological changes in the Web3 space. The platform will 
gradually leverage the latest inspiring technologies to offer new use cases and additional value to their 
luxury fashion customers.


KNXT Starter Pack

 A 6-episodes animated series to follow the quest of an adventurous blue owl pioneering the 
union of Web3 & luxury fashion

 A space where you can join a community of Web3 and luxury enthusiasts on Twitter and Discord

 A luxury fashion e-commerce powered by Web3, constantly evolving as technologies advance

 An inhouse designed NFT collection.




KNXT Shopping 



KNXT gives access to a series of selected products from prestigious luxury fashion Houses, including 
Gucci, Bottega Veneta, Alexander McQueen, Courrèges and Balenciaga.



KNXT currently supports Metamask and Wallet Connect for login and processes payments through 
Bitpay. BitPay enables payment with coins such as Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH).


KNXT NFTs 



An NFT will be airdropped on the wallet the customer used to connect to knxt.shop, 7 days after the 
delivery of an order if no return request has been made.



To celebrate the launch of KNXT, the first 100 orders will get an NFT from ‘La Première’ collection. 
These NFTs contain unique traits.



NFT’s owners are free to sell their NFTs on a secondary marketplace.


KNXT Policy 



KNXT is only available in the United States (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) for the time being. Products 
shipping is free and managed by FedEx Express Shipping (delivered in 2 days after shipping). A 
Product(s) return can be done within 7 days after delivery by contacting KNXT support team. A return 
must be made from the United States. 

http://knxt.shop/

